THE INDUSTRIAL AGE

INTRODUCTION:
-1850-1940 economic growth

-Industrialization: age of machinery
-living and working conditions changed
What was the Industrial Revolution and how did it affect
people’s life from 1850 to 1940
1/ Definition
2/ Changes: positive effects and drawbacks
3/ How did low class people try to improve their condition ?

I/ What was the Industrial revolution ?
A/ A favorable context
From 1750 to 1850 the European population grew very fast.

Indeed, it was the beginning of the demographic transition:
-the birth rate stayed high since children were a labour
force and there was no contraception along with a great impact of
religion.

-The death rate dropped with new medical improvements
and the agricultural revolution which enabled higher food
production.
-as a consequence the natural growth was higher
This growing population brought a growing labour force which was
used by the industry.

B/ Definition
Read source 2 and explain what was the industrial
revolution

-The industrial revolution was a move from the Domestic
system to the Factory system
DEFINITION:

Drastic changes in producing things thanks to new
techniques, new machines and inventions run with new
energy resources: coal ( late 18th C to 20th C ) , oil and
electricity ( end 19th C to today).
Use source 3 to give precise example of drastic changes
brought by this revolution

II/ What changes did it bring ?
A/ Rivalries in Europe: source 4
From bottom to top :
The UK, The US, France,
Germany, Russia, Japan
and other countries.

A histogram / bar graph, a leading position , a fall-back position, to catch up
with, to be surpassed by, a sluggish economy ( à la traîne), to gain market
shares, to compete with.
Assertion of the UK: workshop of the World- leadership – RivalriesLack of investment- Joined-stock societies

We can see in 1860 the UK is in a leading position with 20 % of the
world industrial shares closely followed by France with slightly over
10%.

This was because the first Industrial revolution based on coal and
steam occurred in the UK.
Moreover France and the UK had huge colonial empires so they had
access to cheap raw materials.

The other countries are not yet industrial powers.

In 1938 the situation is totally different.
Indeed the USA is the major industrial power with one third of the
world industrial production whereas the UK is in a fall back
position.
Indeed, the seccond IR occurred in the USA based on electricity and
oil. In addition, the USA used Taylorism which increased its
industrial production dramatically.
Germany and the USSR don’t do too bad with respectively 12% and
20 % of the world industrial shares.

There Hitler and Stalin gave priority to the industry in order to
prepare for war.
Stalin is known for his five-year-plans putting the stress on the
industry.

The UK and France are in a fall-back position and actually had
sluggish economies because of the 1930’s economic crisis.

Japan asserted as and industrial power
Japan industrialized by borrowing European capitals in the early
1900’s ( the Meiji era)

B / Industrialization went along with urbanisation

We are going to work on iconographic
documents to show the link between
industrialisation and urbanisation.
We are going to work on the British example,
through three different maps.
So, first of all let’s recap the method to
present documents.

TO PRESENT A DOCUMENT, YOU MUST
IDENTIFY:
-The nature

-The topic
-The author
-The source
-The date

-The context

Let’s see the document we have here:

Present the documents
1-Describe the evolution of density increase in the UK from 1801 to 1851.
2-What about industrial centres in the UK? Where were they located? Why?
3-What is the link between industrialisation and density increase?

Maps from : « Western
civilisation » Dennis
Sherman.Mac Graw Hill
Higher education.
2001.416 p.
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Context: Western Europe was concerned with the
Industrial Revolution. It meant that factories spread
quickly. Production increased too thanks to the use of
new machines and energy resources.

1-Describe the evolution of population
density in the UK from 1801 to 1851.

QUESTION 1:
In 1801 the British population mainly concentrates around
Liverpool and London.
Liverpool was a commercial crossraos and London the capital
In 1851 the situation is different: the UK is far more populated:
densities have increased everywhere.
This is linked with step one of the demographic transition.

Moreover, If Liverpool and London remain popuation centers,
others emerged: in Scotland around Glasgow, in Newcastle in the
North-East and in the South a densily populated strip can been
seen from Liverpool to Bristol.

2-What about industrial centres in the UK?
Where were they located? Why?

QUESTION 2:
In 1851 there were many industrial centers.

In the inner country we can see from North to South: Glasgow in
Scotland, Liverpool/Manchester in the « Black country » and
Birmingham down south.
Some industrial centers are also located on the coast:
Newcastle/sunderland in the North/East, one in Southern Wales,
and Plymouth in the South-West.

3-What is the link between
industrialisation and density increase?

QUESTION 3:
We can easily notice population centres correspond usually to
industrial centres.
Indeed, When coal was found in a place, quickly factories developed
and attracted people who drifted from the land.
Sometimes even when there was no coal deposits, factories liked to
settle near markets.

Some industrial centres don’t correspond to population centres:
Plymouth or Southern Wales for example.
This is explained by the ports: industrial activities settled in ports
where goods were imported and imported
It was convenient and saved cost of transport.

So, Industrialisation and urbalisation are
inked by a complex two-way relationship.

Both boosted each other

C/ LIVING CONDITIONS IN THE CITIES
Let’s read source 7

Life in the city was very harsh for low-class workers.
To save money they lived in overcrowded slums next to
their factory or mine.
They had no running water, no hygiene, no electricity
and no sanitation.
Life expectancy was short.
In the cities, well-off people lived in different places
and did not mix with the poor: it was a two-class
society

D / About working conditions…
Look at source 8 and describe workers’ conditions in the mines.

From: “Le magazine pittoresque” 1843

To walk on all four, to be skinny, to be bony, to starve, to be dressed in rags, to suffocate,
coal dust, lungs infection, harsh = tough, a trolley, to push, to pull, a gale, to crawl.

On this drawing we can see a child work works in a coal mine.
He ‘s bony and crawls on all fours to pull a trolley full of coal
He’s dressed in rags because he cannot afford decent clothes : he
has no protection either.
In those days children was the cheapest labour force and their
small size was an asset in narrow gales.
This job could be done by horses sometimes : so children worked
like cattle !
They suffocated and were in the dark all day long.
They could also get lungs infection because they breathed coal
dust.

At that time, there were no laws to forbid child labor/
labour.
In the UK it’s only in 1833 that children under nine were
not allowed to work.

In the UK, the government also set up WORKHOUSES in
1834: over there, poor people could work in return of
board and lodging.

In practice it seemed to be a social law
But It was in fact a means to take poor out of the
streets because they gave a bad image of the
cities.

In workhouses, people starved, were exploited and
usually beaten up by overlookers/ overseers.

III/Some low-class workers tried to improve their conditions
A/ Case study: Chartism in the UK source 9

Word box:
A representative- A petitionPetitioners- Universal
suffrage-WealthyLabour/labor- Reward- A
workhouse

Chartism was the first working-class movement in England
in the mid 1830’s.

It aimed to change the parliamentary system to give
better conditions and rights to the working-class.
The « chartists » as they were called wrote their claims
into the « people’s charter ».Their movement was to no
avail= in vain
They claimed:

-lower taxes to pay
-higher wages
-universal and secret suffrage
-the right to have paid representatives in the
British Parliament

B/ Trade-unionism
A trade union is a pressure group which tries to improve workers’
conditions and change legislation.

Union members pay fees ( union fees)
Union are represented in companies by shop stewards ( délégués
du personnels).

Unions organise boycotts, demonstrations and strikes

B/ Trade-unionism
It took a while for unions to be fully accepted: at first they were
only tolerated.
Below are some dates to remember when unions were accepted
-1871: trade union act in the UK

-1878: Unions accepted in Germany
-1884: Waldeck-Rousseau act in France
-1886: American Federation of Labor created in the USA:
first union to be accepted

CONCLUSION

What was the Industrial Revolution and how did it affect
people’s life from 1850 to 1940
The Industrial revolution was a change in the productive system
brought by new techniques and energy resources.

It increased industrial production and helped the assertion of new
countries as economic powers.
People's life was changed but not always for the best:
low class workers were exploited whereas a minority got richer
and had better living conditions.
When WWII broke out, the USA was a leading industrial power
and this partly explains its involvement in the conflict as soon as
1941.

